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	DESIGNED FOR: Improved Together
	DESIGNED BY: 
	DATE: 
	AVATARPERSONA: LI user - non-LI user; their audience on LI, biz owner or work in customer acquisition (bizdev, sales, mktg), consultant, author, speaker, home base biz b to b, b to c
	DEMOGRAPH ICS1 NTERESTS: no age restrictions, North America, Michael Hyatt, Gary V, publicly apoliticial, pay attention to "content" expertw, subscribers to them, desire to share info and be of service, valuie first mentality, invest in their personal development, readers, not big TV people, currently produce content (FB Live, blog, YT channel) or know they need to
	KEY PURCHASE DRIVERS: Making content creation a non-issue, removing any uncertainties, to know it's oging to work (no or low risk), someone has to do the work, who Value definition/ROI, brnd strategy takes time/effort.  Desmond Morris. Can't affor to not be doing this, take advantage of the window of opportunity, a cost of doing biz, particularly post-COVID, responsive customer service, good communicationo, new frontier, tied in with LI's strategy, ongoing community support/content creation
	FRUSTRATIONS  FEARS: How do I get my content oiut there?  Lack of understanding that LI not a d-selling channe/social selling is different. Who do I trust?  Maintaining consistency a challenge; where/how do I find the time to do it right? Putting themselves out there in the space; not knowing how it's going to turn out.
	WANTS  ASPIRATIONS: Want to be recognized as an expert/aiuthority in their cmmunity, want to grow their biz (more leads, sales, etc.) To be of servie to others/just want to help. To be authentic, entegrity, trustworthy, "trusted" advisor, the go-to person.  Their informatioon
	Before - Feel: Frustrated, confused, stupid, missing out on opportunityFOMO, jeadlous of others' success, overwhelmed
	Before - Have: Little to no visibility/strategy/lak of knowledge & understanding of LI
	Before - Status: a wannabe, on the sidelines, a "failure", not an infouencer or thought leader,not tristed (not distrust), now known, just another person out there, an "average"
	Before - GoodV: 
	Evil: It shouldn't be this way, I'm better/smarter than this.

	Before - Average Day: Observing others, want to join the conversation, trying without success, give up or walk away
	After - Have: Good visibility/engagement on LI, have the knowledge & understanding of LI
	After - Feel: Proud, excited, acknowledged, useful, recognized
	After - Average Day: Responding to comments, working on contributing
	After - Status: People in their community look to them as an authority, knowledgeable, and someone who knows their stuff
	After - Goodv: 
	Evil: 



